ATLAS
Advanced Technology Lodging Access Solution

ATLAS
Hotel IT infrastructures can be complex. There are many systems that must all interoperate,
such as property management systems, point-of-sales systems, and self check-in kiosks to name only a
few. Your access control system must integrate with these existing systems, make guests feel comfortable,
ensure that your staff is productive, all while being able to adapt to future business needs.
For decades, ILCO has dedicated significant research and development resources to designing comprehensive
access control systems specifically for the unique needs of the hotel industry. Combining advanced
technology with superior hardware and unparalleled support, ATLAS (Advanced Technology Lodging
Access Solution) is the optimum choice for uncompromising hotel security.
• Ease of use and implementation - Intuitive web-based user interface with full online help
• Capitalization on existing IT infrastructure - No additional cabling
• Connectivity between systems - Property management system and kiosk interfaces included at no extra fee
• Scalable and customizable - Unlimited number of encoders and workstations
• Compatible with RFID technology - Guests will love the user friendliness of the 790 contactless electronic lock

The ATLAS system
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ATLAS Technology Optimizes Performance
and Flexibility
Easy Implementation

Extensive Keycard Functionality

Powerful Auditing With Security and

By simply connecting an encoder and

Guests can charge point-of-sale (POS)

logging in to ATLAS over the Internet,

purchases, enter their rooms, access the

Comprehensive centralized auditing

your front desk, concierge, and VIP

parking garage, and play in casinos all

with a variety of built-in report templates

check-in stations are quickly up-and-

with one keycard! Access data is on ISO

allow management to trace security

running. There is no software to install

track three, which frees up tracks one

breaches and follow employees from

on individual workstations. User-friendly

and two for other uses, such as POS and

lock to lock to monitor productivity.

interfaces with on-screen help let your

gaming systems. ATLAS offers essential

ATLAS system events and operations

staff feel comfortable using the system

keycard functions, including guest and

can be real-time monitored using a

after minimal training.

staff keycards that auto-expire, limited-

monitoring manager.

Productivity Monitoring

use keycards, emergency keycards and
common door keycards. Staff keycards

Customizable Preferences

can be batch encoded and then assigned

Selectable time zones and language

individually. For maximum security,

options configure the ATLAS system for

previous guest and staff keycards are

the individual needs of each hotel.

automatically canceled when a new valid
keycard is used in the lock.
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Scalable, component-based design

ATLAS accommodates any size hotel
from single-station operations to networked, large-scale, full-service facilities.
With ATLAS, you can manage up to 50
check-in workstations, 16,000 guest
rooms, and 8,000 suites.

System Architecture
Many configurations are possible.
Here is a standard, simple set-up.
Online diagnostics,
remote tech support

USB Encoder
Reports
Serial or Web
service interface

PMS Server

ATLAS Server
(ATLAS software
is installed only
on server)

Back of the House
USB hotsink cable
M-Unit

Front Desk
PMS Work Station

USB Encoder

Front Desk
PMS Work Station

USB Encoder

Connectivity, Efficiency, Security
Pull Your Current Systems Together

Capitalize on Existing IT Infrastructure

ATLAS uses an open architecture design in order to easily

ATLAS is designed to be installed easily and operate fully

integrate with existing hotel systems including PMS, POS,

on existing IT infrastructures. Once installed on a server

self-check-in kiosks, cashless vending machines.

connected to the network, ATLAS can be used on any network
workstation, minimizing disruption to existing hotel operations.
Simple maintenance is used to program and audit locks.

RFID Security

ATLAS is compatible with the 790 lock. Staff keycards can
be audited and locks can be interrogated with keycards.
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Locks

State-of-the-Art Hardware
for Total Access Control
Heavy-Duty Door Locks

Remote Access Controller

In-Room Safes

For superior guest room security,

Make your guests feel privileged and

Allow guests to secure their valuables

ATLAS uses high-performance ILCO

secure by regulating access to restricted

without relying on staff. A PIN and/or

790 contactless, 770, Solitaire 710-11,

areas such as executive floors, spas,

credit cards can be used to access the

and Generation E-760 electronic locks.

health clubs, elevators and parking

safe.

With magstripe or RFID reader

areas. The streamlined Remote Access

technology, full audit accountability

Controller functions ideally in areas

and override capability, these stand-

where it is impractical to mount a

alone locks provide maximum security

standard electronic door lock.

ILCO provides economical, reusable

E-Plex 2000 Pushbutton Lock

custom-designed keycards plus do-not-

A convenient, durable access control

All manufactured under stringent ISO

alternative. This pushbutton lock does

guidelines to meet ABA specifications.

without compromising ease of use.
A selection of designer finishes
complements your hotel decor.

Hospitality Accessories

disturb signs, card holders, and cleaning.

not use keys or cards; a changeable combination opens the lock. The E-Plex 2000
pushbutton lock is convenient for store
rooms, offices, and many other back-of5

the-house areas.

790 Contactless
Electronic Lock

770 Electronic Lock

Generation E-760

Solitaire 710-II

RAC
Remote Access
Controller

E-Plex 2000
Pushbutton Lock

Electronic In-Room
Safes

Hospitality Supplies
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Live Customer Support 24/7
Any time you need technical assistance, immediate help from ILCO customer service is only a phone call away. This commitment
is part of our world-class customer support program and upgraded ISO 9001/2000 certification.
Call toll-free 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year
1.877.468.3555 (option 1)

Our new customer support web site provides an interactive option for ILCO customers to obtain technical support, product and
software updates, troubleshooting tips, FAQ’s, and the latest promotions and industry news online.
Visit http://connect.kabalodging.com

Running low on supplies? Experienced ILCO customer service agents help you order keycards, cleaning cards, batteries,
replacement parts and additional locks.
Call 1.877.468.3555 (option 2) from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. eastern time
Visit www.keycard.com

www.ilcolodging.com
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Kaba Ilco Inc.
7301 Boul. Décarie
Montréal (QC) H4P 2G7
T.: 1.877.468.3555
F.: 1.514.735.6589
info@kim.kaba.com

